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How the Code has been breached

Clauses breached

1 Accuracy

The headline clearly stated, 'Brick thrown through Angela Eagle's office window after she announces Labour
leadership bid'. The article immediately linked this incident to a separate issue concerning abusive phone
calls, as follows: "Angela Eagle has had a brick thrown through the window of her constituency office and
been inundated with abusive phone calls after announcing her bid to become Labour leader" A photograph
was reproduced to support the subject matter of the article but it was incorrectly captioned as follows:
"Angela Eagle MP's constituency office in Manor Road, Liscard, where a brick was thrown at the windows
this morning". This photograph was a picture of the windows to a communal stairwell and was NOT Angela
Eagle's constituency office as stated. The photograph had been supplied by a Trinity Mirror employee,
Lorna Hughes, who works locally for the Liverpool Echo. I am a constituent of Angela Eagle MP and I live in
Wallasey, close to the location where the incident occurred. On 16th July 2016, I visited 'Sherlock House',
Manor Road, the building and street where Angela Eagle's constituency office is located. The building itself
does not belong in its entirety to Angela Eagle or to the Labour Party. The building is a shared building
with separate, rented offices and adjoining communal areas. At the time of the incident, the building was
occupied by 7 different businesses according to a search carried out on the Companies House website.
One of these businesses is dedicated to administration matters concerning Angela Eagle's ongoing party
political function. Physically, Angela Eagle's office is located in one small room on the ground floor of this
building, and at the south eastern elevation of the building, which is to the rear of Sherlock House, the
furthest distance from Manor Road. The building entrance is located on the north western elevation on
Manor Road. The window which was broken was not Angela Eagle's office window. This factual information
has been provided by Merseyside Police to the journalist Peter Hitchens, who repeated it in his Mail on
Sunday Blog both in print and online on Sunday 24th July 2016, advising readers to bear this in mind when
watching coverage of the leadership contest. The window pane which was broken was situated on a different
elevation of the building to that of Angela Eagle's office. The window pane itself was the bottom left pane of
a series of 12 separate windows positioned at the centre of the north eastern elevation of the building. These
windows are positioned to allow light to fall upon Sherlock House's central communal stairwell linking the
ground and first floors. There are only two floors to the building to my knowledge, visible from the outside.
After reading several newspaper headlines and reports, it therefore became clear to me upon inspecting
the building that the information carried on The Daily Telegraph's website was inaccurate. The integrity of
this story was not helped by the fact that the broken window had been temporarily patched up using a
board containing the legend "Remain". Whether deliberate or not, when reproduced in newspapers, the
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image of the broken window covered by a "Remain" sign may have attributed a political purpose to the
attack on the window.
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